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Abstract

This paper discusses the relevant literature on higher education rankings and its impact on higher education institutions across the globe. The literature suggests that global university rankings impact higher education institutions both in advanced economy and developing countries to build competence to race and exist. Universities in an advanced economy are building institutional competitive competence to race in the global university rankings under the umbrella term of ‘World Class University,’ whereas universities in developing countries are building institutional competence by pursuing to build research intensive universities. The essay argues that global university rankings are shaping the field of higher education institutions, and the capacity of resources dictates universities the type of competence to build to exist: institutional competitive competence and institutional competence.
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1. Introduction

The result release of the Global University Rankings (hereafter, GURs) has become one of the widely anticipated events of the academia around the world every year. Even though scholars of higher education have lamented the weakness of methodologies, GURs’ impact is multidimensional, ranging from an individual level to national politics. Each party has its own interests on referring to the rankings of higher education institutions and, therefore, the ranking’s influence is overarching (Hazelkorn, 2009).

Global University Rankings play a crucial role in designing national policies of higher education, in a broader spectrum, to build more advanced knowledge economy and in a narrower spectrum, to build competence in a higher education institution. GURs impact strategic plans of higher education institutions and their institutional policies. They assist academics and researchers to search for new international collaborations; they help prospective students and their parents to choose college and universities to study. Thus, GURs tend to serve as proxies for the choice, quality, performance and policy directions of higher education institutions in many countries (Salmi & Saroyan, 2007; Clarke, 2007; Hazelkorn, 2009).

Many of the countries with advanced economy hold top-ranked higher education institutions in the GURs. Governments in these countries implement various policies which strengthen competence in their higher education institutions to compete with other top ranked higher education institutions, and maximize their reputation. For instance, Mok & Chan (2008) documented that China and Taiwan have been implementing policies to position their universities higher in the GURs. Global University Rankings have influenced China and Taiwan to build more competitive research universities on the global arena.

With the rise of global university rankings, Europe has begun to modernize its higher education (Hazelkorn & Ryan, 2013). “In response to the growing interest in global rankings, higher education and university-based research have become central to EU policymaking in a dramatic and significant way” (Hazelkorn & Ryan, 2013, p. 83). For instance, Baker & Lenhardt (2008) and Mohrman et al., (2008) documented emerging new model for a German research university. “Emerging Global Model universities are characterized by an intensity of research that far exceeds past experience and they are engaged in worldwide competition for students, faculty, staff, and funding; they operate in an environment in which traditional political, linguistic, and access boundaries are increasingly porous”
GURs serve as an alarm for higher education institutions to change and modernize in response to the ever-strengthening knowledge economy and growing globalization across the continents. Hence, national level policies in response to the GURs for countries with advanced economy tend to aim at building or strengthening a ‘world class university.’

At an institutional level, especially, in Asia, internationalization has become one way of building the institutional competitive competence to maximize the institutional reputation and position in GURs well. For instance, South Korean higher education institutions have begun to implement English mediated instructions to boost its internationalization. Byun et.al. (2011) documented that one reason of implementing English medium instruction policies at Korean higher education institutions was to boost internationalization by attracting foreign students and scholars. This policy is one way of increasing the higher education competitiveness on the global arena, as internationalization is one of the indicators of GURs. Thakur (2007) documented that one of the prestigious universities in Malaysia had dropped 80 places in the Times Higher Education Ranking which led to replace its Vice-Chancellor; it implied the challenges posed in the governance and the management of the university.

At an individual level, the importance of ranking and its effects is espoused by the fact that GURs help students and their parents make choices to which college or university to go. For example, a study on the effects of annual US News and World Report Guide to America’s Best Colleges on high school graduates (Griffith & Rask, 2007) found that school choice was responsive to changes in rank, and rankings was also important for women, minorities, and the highest ability students. University rankings help students make their choice for the college, and it has called higher education institutions to be changed, modernized, and globalized. The influence of university ranking is overarching ranging from national to individual level and therefore, university ranking is multifaceted and serves different purposes for policymakers, higher education institutions, students and parents.

GURs is particularly important for higher education institutions and national policies as ranking provides them with information how to “fairly” compete in a global arena and raise their reputation. In response to GURs, world higher education systems have been changing and everyone does what they are able – some are making organizational changes, some are making policy changes, some are encouraging higher education institutions with financial incentives from government or business organizations and some are internationalizing its campus with international students and English medium instructions. These initiatives of modernization in higher education system are seen to be taking place in more economically advanced societies where higher education institutions are ranked at least within top five hundreds of the GURs. Thus, GURs matter much for higher education institutions of advanced economy to “race” in the GURs. That is, advanced economies attempt to build competitive institutional competence in their higher education institutions in order to maximize global rankings status.

One of the manifestations to build competitive institutional competence is to build world class universities. As Marginson (2010) rightly mentioned that most league tables are limited to a top 200 or 500 institutions, and those lists of top 200 or 500 serve as definition of “world class universities.” Naturally, all universities in the developed world are willing to maximize their rank within that category, and all emerging nations, and all leading research universities within those nations, want to be part of the category “world class” and to rise as high as possible within it (Marginson, 2010).

On the other hand, it is not clear if Global University Rankings matter for newly developing economies where their higher education institutions are far away to be ranked within the top five hundreds. Unfortunately, very little is known about how GURs are shaping higher education institutions of those which are not ranked within the top 400 hundreds of the GURs (for example, as of 2013 Times Higher Education World University Ranking) and those which are located in developing economies. Hence, it urges the need of study on GURs with regard to low ranked higher education institutions embedded with its newly developing economies.

It is important to study the effects of GURs on higher education institutes in a context of a developing economy where its higher education institutions can hardly be found within rankings news. One of the worldwide popular university ranking systems, the Times Higher Education announces world top four hundreds universities every year. Academic Rankings of world universities by Shanghai Jiao Tong University announces world top five hundreds universities annually. Higher education institutions ranked within these numbers are building competitive competence with strategies to maximize their status and reputation in a global arena. On the other hand, higher education institutions in a newly developing economy can be assumed that they fall short to build competitive institutional competence to race with those already ranked in the top five hundred due to their limited resources. Hence, the impact of GURs can be different on higher education institutions of developing countries due to the lack
of resources to build world class universities; and their response to GURs is to imitate other “successful” research universities rather than compete to build a “world class university.”

To understand the impact of the world higher education rankings, the paper sheds light on its meaning and history. It can provide us with background of higher education rankings and its impacts to change world higher education institutions.

2. What is a University Ranking?

We begin to review the relevant literature by asking how the ranking of higher education institutions is defined. There is limited paper on how we can define ranking of higher education institutions conceptually. However, few recent literatures can help us to understand what it is.

Shin (2011) views university rankings as a measure of organizational effectiveness. We can identify three mechanisms for quality measurements of higher education institutions: ranking, quality assurance and accountability (p.25). Although these three mechanisms have been much in common because they provide information to the public and enhance institutional quality, they differ in their goals, methods of evaluation, publishing of results, and the policy links (Shin, 2011, p.25).

On the other hand, Usher and Savino (2006; 2007) and Usher and Medow (2009) defined that “university rankings are lists of certain groupings of institutions (usually, but not always, within a single national jurisdiction), comparatively ranked according to a common set of indicators in descending order” (p.4). They added that rankings also serve for public as information of their expenditure on education and help parents and students to make decision which college to go. Taken together and drawing from both definitions, we can understand that university ranking is information with scales of items ordered in rank based on individual institutional quality and serves for laymen and professionals as information.

The rankings have also considered as a comparison of higher education institutions, especially research oriented universities. Rankings compare countries, individual universities, and fields of study, such as management and business administration (Altbach, Reisberg & Rumbley, 2009). Comparisons among institutions might stimulate those who not fair so well to become better and thus the whole system might improve – if the indicators set the right incentives (Federkeil, 2008). Worldwide rankings norm higher education as a single global market of essentially similar institutions able to be arranged in a league table for comparative purposes (Marginson & van der Wende, 2007). It has been also defined as quality assurance measurements by being an external assessment for higher education institutions. Federkeil (2008) defined rankings and league tables to be external assessment of higher education quality by nurturing transparency of the higher education system.

3. The Practice of University Ranking

It is documented that the first ranking of higher education institutions was introduced in the United States (Myers & Robe, 2009; Shin & Toutkoushian, 2011; Usher& Savino, 2007). Myer & Robe documented that there have been two major periods in which each method of ranking was ascendant: outcomes-based rankings, derived from studies of eminent graduates, were published in great number from 1910 to the 1950s, while reputational rankings became the norm starting in 1958 and continuing to the present.

We will briefly elaborate historical development of rankings as Myer & Robe (2009) have studied. The first ranking of higher education institutions is published by an Englishman, Alick Maclean in 1900. At the end of his book entitled “Where We Get Our Best Men,” the author ranked universities in order by absolute number of eminent men who had attended them. Later in 1910, American psychologist, James McKeen Cattell published “American Man of Science” listed American colleges in order of weighted ratio of eminent scientists’ attendance and teaching intuitions. This served as a basis for future American university rankings.

Reputational rankings resembling our contemporary GURs would become popular in the beginning in 1959 to assess the academic quality. It began to run by U.S. News and World Report with strong components of reputational evaluation. Usher & Savino (2007) documented that they were originally created in order to meet a perceived market need for more transparent, comparative data about educational institutions.

The ranking methodology was developed earlier in 1924 by Raymond Hughes (Myer & Robe, 2009; Shin & Toutkoushian, 2011). Early rankings used several “dimensions of quality,” inter alia, faculty expertise, graduate success in later life, and academic resources such as faculty/student ratio or volumes in the library, while later formats have relied more on reputational indicators, using Science Citation Index, 1961 and annually thereafter, and the Social Science Citation Index, 1966 and then yearly (Hazelkorn, 2011, p. 498.)
During the beginning period of reputational rankings in the United States, they tended to focus more on graduate-level programs. Later in 1983, U.S. News and World Report published first undergraduate reputational ranking. Following the example of the US News ranking, a growing number of commercial media and research institutions have begun to release ranking worldwide and/or nationally (Shin & Toutkoushian, 2011).

Based on the university ranking system, that of US News and World Report, global university rankings rose with Academic Research University Ranking in 2003 and Times Higher Education in 2004. Hazelkorn (2011, p. 499) called it as the third era of university ranking – Global University Rankings. Even though there are other rankings have mushroomed around the world, aforementioned two ranking systems are the most attractive for students, parents, academics, higher education institutions and scholars of higher education studies. Hence, growing body of literature on GURs focused on the above two ranking systems.

4. Globalization, Knowledge Economy and University Rankings

GURs is particularly important for higher education institutions and national policies as ranking provides them with information how to “fairly” compete in a global arena and raise their reputation. In response to GURs, world higher education systems have been changing and everyone does what they are able – some are making organizational changes, some are making policy changes, some are encouraging higher education institutions with financial incentives from government or business organizations and some are internationalizing its campus with international students and English medium instructions. These initiatives of modernization in higher education system are seen to be taking place in more economically advanced societies where higher education institutions are ranked at least within top five hundreds of the GURs. Thus, GURs matter much for higher education institutions of advanced economy to “race” in the GURs. That is, advanced economies attempt to build competitive institutional competence in their higher education institutions in order to maximize global rankings status.

Kozminski (2002) is one of the advocates of global university rankings. The author stressed that globalization is an endless process of adjustment (Kozminski, 2002) which implied that higher education institutions should also be adapted to a global society. The reason is that locally oriented higher education institutions wind up to be very local, while globalized higher education institutions wind up to be imitating top-class international higher education institutions. It is important to find a balance of how much to be local and how much to be international. Hence, the rankings of higher education institutions should reflect a healthy balance between universal global values and local characteristics of cultures, societies, and educational system (Kozminski, 2002). The author continued that it will bring the excellence in higher education.

The excellence can be fostered by emerging new landscape of higher education, the Global University Rankings. It creates the higher education landscape – a “relational landscape,” where institutions and nations are constantly measured against each other according to indicators of global capacity in which comparative and competitive advantages come into play (Hazelkorn, 2011, p.14). GURs creates the new relational landscape of excellence characterized by research and scholarly excellence. The excellence tends to be perceived by the GURs based on research and its outputs. Because knowledge is created from the research, research activities and its output is the center of the excellence of higher education.

University rankings are cultivating globalization and knowledge economy and within them, the competiveness of higher education institutions. Hazelkorn (2013) advocated that first, university rankings are simple and easy comparison of education production and performance; second, they have become a major tool for measuring educational quality and excellence; and third they indicate the global competitiveness. They are simple because they compare higher education institutions with a single digit aggregated from different indicators. Even though they treat all higher education institutions same in their indicators, there is no global consensus of education quality. Moreover, they can help maintain and build institutional position and reputation, good students use rankings to “shortlist” university choice, especially at the postgraduate level, and stakeholders use rankings to influence their own decisions about funding, sponsorship and employee recruitment (Hazelkorn, 2013).

Some argued that university rankings are fostered by knowledge economy, capitalism, and openness of knowledge, but some implied that they are fostering global competitiveness of higher education institutions. We can see that it can also be vice versa and interchangeably fostering one another. It can also be considered as the praise for university rankings in way that they play a crucial role for building capacity in human capital. Dill (2009) emphasized the importance of human capital function of universities in contemporary world of globalization. The development of the nations depends on their ability to efficiently cultivate their stock of human talent through their educational systems (Dill, 2009). The global rankings influence positively that nations around the globe aspire to reform their policies to increase their reputation in terms of higher education. They also influence to increase the research activities,
quality and investment into research and development. “To the extent that world university league tables provide a general indicator, somewhat like indicators of world health or education, that help motivate systemic policy analyses of the strengths and weaknesses of existing university systems, rankings can perform a useful canary-like warning function” (Dill, 2009). The author also suggested that there is a need to improve the university rankings.

5. Controversies around Global University Rankings

Since the release of Global University Rankings – Times Higher Education and Academic Rankings of World Universities, these rankings have begun to draw much attention by scholars and researched extensively. Taylor and Braddock (2007) examined two well-known global rankings: Times Higher Education Supplement and Academic Rankings of World Universities, and assessed their criteria. They found that Times Higher Education Supplement had strong regional bias as the peer reviewers are merely asked within their own region (Taylor & Braddock, 2007). On the contrary, they found Academic Rankings of World Universities is freer from subjectivity and per capita productivity indicates consistent research involvement (Taylor & Braddock, 2007). Moreover, Ioannidis et al., (2007) compared the two rankings and assessed the construct validity for educational and research excellence, and their measurement. They found both had no construct validity for educational and research excellence in terms of adjustment for institutional size, definition of institutions, implications of average measurements of excellence versus measurements of extremes, adjustments for scientific field, time frame of measurement and allocation of credit for excellence (Ioannidis et al., 2007). In the same vein, Soh (2013) argued “university ranking has to be raised to a level of more rigorous scientific research and not to stay at the level of sensationalised surveys” (p. 213). The reason is the discrepancy between nominal and attained weights which can mislead the consumers (Soh, 2013).

Critiques of rankings usually center on its methodology. Buela-Casal, Gutierrez-Martinez, Bermudez-Sanchez & Vadillo-Munoz, (2007) compared four global university rankings and found that all four selected international rankings include some indicator within the category “quality of research.” There was much weight on reputational surveys, whereas there were no measures of learning process. In addition research performance, Chen & Liao (2012) compared inter-correlation between rankings of Academic Rankings of World Universities, World University Ranking and Performance Ranking of Scientific Papers for World Universities and intra-correlation within rankings and respective bibliometric indicators. They also compared correlation of indicators within them. They found strong correlation of indicators between Academic Rankings of World Universities and Performance Ranking of Scientific Papers for World Universities; and strong significant correlation rankings and bibliometric indicators. These studies imply that university rankings do not necessarily reflect teaching or teaching quality.

Another study compared Times Higher Education and Academic Rankings of World Universities. With regression analysis, they tested hidden factors - language, country, size, age, scope and focus, and reputation. It found rankings have different conceptions of university quality and the existence of an underlying entity profile, characterized by institutions with a high reputation, from the U.S. or other English-speaking countries, oriented towards research that is active in hard sciences, and have extensive budgets (Safon, 2013). The most robust factors were reputation and location of US. Hence, it argues rankings is fostering so called “Matthew effect.” With the support of this argument, Hazelkorn (2008) claimed that the Matthew Effect will become increasingly obvious, as higher education is arguably restructured for the benefit of elite high-achieving students and their institutions. The author continued that it is very harmful for newly developing countries, their higher education institutions and newly established higher education institutions.

Global University Rankings - Times Higher Education and Academic Rankings of World Universities are the most prominent and highly referenced rankings and they were criticized much by scholars. Billaut, Bouyssou, & Vincke (2009) examined Academic Rankings of World Universities with its six criteria through Multiple Criteria Decision Making. They found that each of the criteria is only loosely connected with what should be captured and therefore, their evaluation involves the use of arbitrary parameters and arbitrary micro-decisions (Billaut Bouyssou, & Vincke , 2009). Two criteria for Noble prize and field medals were covered with much problem of bias (e.g., Einstein Nobel Prize case) and they do not cover all important scientific fields. Criterion for high citation was revealed to be not the representative indicator of the present ability of institution production. For the papers in nature and science, first, author’s affiliation does not reflect precisely, second the Thomson Scientific database could not fully represent, third, papers are skewed towards English and fourth, they calculate indexed papers but not the impact of the paper (Billaut, Bouyssou & Vincke 2009). Final criteria of productivity were led by the impreciseness of the above criteria. Hence, they concluded that criteria were random and depended on availability. In spite of the many criticisms that the Shanghai’s rankings have attracted, if Academic Rankings of World Universities is taken at face value, i.e. as a reasonable tool to measure the research quality of a university through some carefully selected indicators related to
the quantity and quality of its scientific production and the excellence of its students and alumni, the information it provides, when properly used, allows us to gain a useful insight into the research performance of whole university systems (Docampo, 2010).

Bookstein, Seidler, Fieder, & Winckler (2010) conducted a simple statistical analysis Times Higher Education (Note 1) validity. Main components - peer review, employer review and citation per faculty member- assessed in Pareto distribution. They found that year to year results were unreliable and valid. Many year-on-year changes in the “peer rankings” of the five faculty subdivisions show unacceptable instability of variance from year to year (Bookstein, Seidler, Fieder, & Winckler, 2010). Variance was .048 in 2007, whereas .104 in 2008. It is unclear by what algorithm a variable number of mentions in an unordered list is converted into a summary “peer ranking,” nor what is a rational behavior for the reader who might wish to know when to stop listing universities (Bookstein, Seidler, Fieder, & Winckler, 2010). Whether or not colleges and universities agree with the various ranking systems and league table findings is irrelevant, ranking systems are clearly here to stay (Merisotis, 2002).

Salmi and Saroyan (2007) examined league tables with their similarities and their potential to be used as information for policymakers and students. They observed that league tables, first, include indicators as proxies for quality; second, weighted score is accorded to each set or cluster of indicators; third, there is little consideration of differences of institutions; fourth, they compare institutions as the unit; fifth, they rely on peer review data (Salmi & Sayoran, 2007). They conclude that even though these characteristics share similar approaches to institutional measurement of quality and performance, they do not necessarily measure quality of higher education institutions. However, measurement of quality is left with questions.

There are two controversial issues on convergence and divergence of quality in relation to university rankings. Dill and Soo (2005) compared five commercial rankings: The Good Universities Guide (Australia); The Maclean’s Guide to Canadian Universities; The Times Good University Guide (UK); The Guardian University Guide (UK); and US News & World Report, America’s Best Colleges. They used criteria for evaluating organizational report cards which include validity, comprehensiveness of the measures, relevance and comprehensibility of information, and functionality of the rankings. They argued that the review of the five leading commercial university league tables from Australia, Canada, the UK, and the US suggests that the definitions of academic quality used in these tables are converging.

In contrast to convergence, Usher and Savino (2006, 2007) revealed the divergence of quality measurement of university rankings. The study examined 19 university league tables across the world and concluded that there is no convergence in quality measurement of university ranking. The reason is first, vast differences exist between university league tables in terms of what they measure, how they measure it and how they implicitly define “quality” and second, some of these differences appear to be geographic or cultural in nature (Usher & Savino 2006, 2007). They identified that the problem lies in the fact that the university rankings approach to “one-size-fits-all” (Usher & Savino 2006, 2007).

6. University Rankings and the Pursuit of the World Class Universities

GURs has brought about numerous impacts around the world. First, it has begun to serve as a major dynamics of higher education around the world. Marginson (2006) discussed Global University Rankings as a dynamic for higher education which is creating global hierarchy of higher education institutions and nations. The global hierarchy is structured by three factors: distribution of research activity, global advantage of English and global dominance of US higher education (Marginson, 2006). GURs as a dynamic to reform world higher education institutions has two main reforms: economically advanced countries such as Japan, China, Taiwan, South Korea, Australia, Germany, France have committed to build “world class universities”; whereas economically less advanced or countries without research universities have committed to build research oriented universities. I begin to review the literature of “world class universities” to examine the impacts of GURs as a dynamic for changes in higher education systems around the world.

“World class university” has emerged as a notion with regard to GURs. Growing number of literature have discussed world class as one of the crucial impact of the GURs. Van Vught (2008) explored that the higher education institutions are racing for the reputation and prestige. One of the dynamics of the ‘reputation race’ (Van Vught, 2008) is the university rankings that accelerate the competition among higher education institutions. Their reputation is characterized by attracting talented students, scholars and research resources. The behavior of higher education institutions is triggered by the condition of another market, that of competition for institutional reputation (Van Vught, 2008). It implies that the reputation is obtained by the “world-classness” if a higher education institution is
ranked at the top of GURs. Since, reputation is foremost important for higher education institutions, the most vivid impact is building a world-class university.

Many studies suggest that governments attempt to build so-called a “world class university” as a response to GURs. Mok and Chan (2008) examined the national responses and policies in higher education of China and Taiwan. They base these responses and policies as an impact of GURs which leads both countries to pursue “world class university” initiatives. China and Taiwan approached pragmatically to build a ‘world class university’ for benchmarking with global top universities. These pragmatic approaches were resource concentration on few selective higher education institutions and strategies for internationalizing the campus. GURs impacts on government policies to enhance competition among higher educations through funding while they impact on higher educations in China and Taiwan to increase exchange students with other countries and cooperate with institutions abroad.

In the same vein, Yonezawa (2011) examined the Japanese response to GURs. As one its world class pursuit, Japanese government prioritized internationalization of higher education. The Fukuda Cabinet (2007–2008) the government set up a plan to invite 300,000 international students by 2020, which meant that the country would aim to triple the existing number of international students within only 12 years and this plan targeted the selection of 30 national, local public and private universities for internationalization, the “Global 30” (Yonezawa, 2011). The author concluded that there is much difference in context of countries to pursue a “world class university” as compared to China and South Korea.

Moreover, Byun et. al., (2012) explained world class university policies in South Korea through the lens of Salmi’s world class university concept. According to Salmi, a “world class university” entails concentration of talent, abundance of resource and favorable governance (Salmi, 2009). Through this lens, South Korean case has been examined. The government has implemented three policies to build a world class university: Brain Korea 21 or BK21, World Class University project and Study Korea project. Brain Korea 21 is to enhance research activities, World Class University is designed to import prominent scholars and Study Korea project is to recruit international students. They produced more favorable conditions for Korean universities to become World Class Universities (Byun et. al., 2012), but there were other consequences for the pursuit of “world class university.” While the World Class University policies in Korea appear to be successful in upgrading a few institutions to almost world-class quality, they simultaneously risk encouraging unbalanced development, low quality, and the Westernization of education and scholarship (Byun et., al, 2012).

In Singapore, Xavier and Alsagoff (2013) argued the National University of Singapore is pursuing “world-class” as being “global.” The National University of Singapore is using a strategy of international alliance by holding cooperation and official relations with top universities abroad; research achievements by emphasizing areas of medicine, technology, science and engineering; and developing global students by emphasizing exchange programs in other universities (Xavier & Alsagoff, 2013). The authors viewed these strategies not much finding the balance between local needs and global aspirations.

Countries with advanced economies are pursuing a “world class university” to race up to the top of the GURs and enhance their reputation. GURs impacts on higher education institutions in advanced economies in way that they have to become one of the world class universities by internationalization or research escalations which needs wealth of resources. From the literature, we can see that GURs impacts are relative on higher education systems in countries. Advanced economies race their higher education institutions for the country’s image, reputation and economic benefits. Hence, they are building competitive institutional competence to improve their status and reputation in the GURs.

The notion of building a “world class university” is perceived to be competitive competence building in higher education institutions to increase the performance especially in research capability and human resource. For instance, Liu (2011, p.,65) discusses how China is striving to build a world class university with its government increasing financial support. In the same vein, government of South Korea has been implementing policies to encourage research activities and internationalization (Byun et al., 2012) while Japanese government is focusing more on internationalization of its key higher education institutions to attract talented international students (Yonezawa, 2011). In Taiwan, the Ministry of Education and the National Science Council have jointly launched the “Programme for Promoting Academic Excellence of Universities,” primarily aiming at improving universities’ infrastructure and invigorating research (MOE Taiwan, 2000 cited from Deem et al., 2008). Thus, building a “world class university” can be considered to build competitive institutional competence to maximize the reputation and status in GURs.
There is a question of less economically advanced and newly developing countries on how they manage to respond to the changing environment of “positional markets” (Marginson, 2006). Higher education institutions with lack of resources face challenges to afford expensive research facilities and resources and build world class universities. In much of the world, especially in developing countries, policymakers engaged almost exclusively with meeting mass higher education demand, largely ignoring the research role of universities (Altbach, 2007, p. 3). Then how can developing countries afford building a “world class university?” Will they pursue world classness with limited resource, talented scholars, students and internationalize the university? It is very doubtful for developing country to reckon to race without any “equipment.” However, they can respond to the GURs within its “boundary” because higher education institutions in developing countries should be considered to serve the country’s economic development and higher education institutions cannot survive if they do not reform themselves. Newer research universities struggle hard to break into the upper echelon, imitating its programs and ethos, but in a status market late-comers are locked out (Marginson, 2006). Schwartzman (2007) argued that the importance of world class universities does not relate only to the need to participate and compete internationally in the areas of advanced science and technology. Hence, higher education institutions in developing countries will imitate the model of American research universities to build a research university to respond to the changing environment of higher education rather than pursuing “world classness.”

7. Strategies in Response to Changing Environment of World Higher Education

Higher education institutions have been changing and taking actions in response to the GURs. Hazelkorn (2009) identified changing actions in research, changes in organizational structure, curriculum that bridges EU and US model, target Ph.D students and internationalization, hire talented scholars and changes in management and marketing of higher education institutions (Hazelkorn, 2009). The author continued to explain that higher education institution leaders are very much concerned about the GURs and response actively by making institutional level changes in an European context. These responses were institutional strategy such as developing new plan for reform, organizational such as reorganizing the departments, management such as developing budgetary tools for supporting excellence of research and academic such as more demand for individual faculty member’s research productivity (Hazelkorn, 2008).

In the same vein, Kim and Nam (2007) discussed the institutional responses to GURs in South Korea. They explained how Seoul National University had been changing and upgrading the university. Seoul National University shifted their doctoral program requirements with more comprehensive examination and graduate course similar to US system. The university began to encourage faculty members to publish articles in internationally acclaimed journals for the consideration of new hires as well as the tenure review process (Kim & Nam, 2007). The university began to promote more global connection through faculty and joint degrees with foreign higher education institutions. They identified that such changes and reform policies are improving the overall institutional performance. Arimoto (2011) also identified that South Korea has placed the first (average research productivity was 36.0) in their research productivity in comparison with Japan, Italy, China, Germany and so on.

As GURs are holding research performance at its heart, there is a study which documents research and internationalization are the main response. Horta (2009) found that internationalization of research universities’ student population and academic staff is related to enhance research quality in European two universities. The author further concluded that government can be the engine for internationalization and only the state can provide the financial resources for a country to build or maintain a competitive “world class university” in the global arena (Horta, 2009). Overall, the above mentioned studies imply that there is a strong commitment to change higher education institutions globally.

Drawing from the above literature, the review concludes that there still remains the gap in the literature on how higher education institutions in a developing country are building institutional competence to survive in a changing field of higher education. As Altbach (2007) postulated that developing countries need research universities but their goals will be different than those in advanced economies. That is, higher education institutions in a developing countries will be fostering to imitate those top ranked ones than race to the top. While there exists pressure of the changing higher education environment, the pressure of resources to build competence exists at the same time. Thus, world higher education institutions are purported to build two types of competence: institutional competitive competence for top ranked universities and institutional competence for universities in developing countries.
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**Note**

Note 1. Current Times Higher Education World University Rankings. The study referred to the previous version Times Higher Education Supplement as it was submitted in November 2009.